Minutes of SusWoT Committee Meeting
Thursday 26th November 2015 at the Post Office Tavern
Attendees
Jill Kempshall, David Moore, Mike Crabbe, Brian Clay, Tim Bushell & Alex Dunn

Apologies
Myra Jones, Steve Tainton Fran Bragg

Activities and Actions
Christmas Fayre 10 am to 3 pm Sat 19 December
This is on Saturday 19 December. SusWoT will have a stall. Set up is from 9 am to 10 am. Finishes
at 3pm. Steve is busy organising so may not be able to contribute to maning the stall.
On the stall we will sell bottles of juice and warmed apple and ginger with cinnamon. For ease the
price will be 50p per cup.
Will promote the recycling of unwanted Christmas stuff, presents and food, that is places local to Wo-T that will take them.
We will sell small packets of seeds for gardeners
We will provide recipes for leftover cold turkey.
We will have a tree with pledge cards for children to complete concerning sustainability.
Actions
1. Deliver juice to site before 9:30. Action AD
2. Erect gazebo etc. Action MC + AD?
3. Rota: Brian, Jill, Tim, David and Mike said that they would be prepared to man the stall on
the day. But it was agreed that we would ask for help from the list. Action AD
4. Create Rota for stall. Action AD
5. Stall attendants please bring plastic bags and boxes to sell bottles of juice in. Action All
6. Alex to order juice. 64 Apple and Ginger and 16 of each available other type. Action AD
7. Mulling with cinnamon? Lemons? Action BC
8. Cups we need some smaller cups, Mile to investigate and purchase. Action MC
9. Alex and Mike to order and packet seeds for gardeners. Action AD and MC
10. Sheet showing where you can recycle items or food for reuse locally produced. Action MC
11. Sheet showing where things can be disposed of in the most environmentally friendly way
after Christmas. Action DM
12. Tree for pledge cards and labels for children. Action JK
13. Pledge cards with string to tie to the tree and pencils. Action JK (AD has pencils if needed)

Getting the Best from Local Transport in Westbury-on-Trym (display at the library)
SusWoT will be putting together a display showing the local transport opportunities that exist in
Westbury-on-Trym. The display will be in the cabinet in the library, from 29 February until the end
of March. This will be finalised at the Committee meeting in January.
The display cabinet is 4’ by 4’. It needs to be attention grabbing with a few clear messages.
There will be a central map 3’ by 3’ showing where in WoT to catch the bus to key destinations.
(Temple Meads, Southmead Hospital, Parkway Station, the Centre, Cribbs Causeway and Bristol
Airport, are there others we could put?) There will be a list of your transport secrets, such as people
with free bus passes can get to the airport for nothing, and how to do it and the money to be saved
by buying train tickets in advance etc..
Inside the library but advertised in the display, will be all the local timetables we can assemble, bus
and train.
There will be a place for people to note down their transport secrets.
Actions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Produce a map showing where to catch the bus. Action DM
Obtain a number of all the appropriate bus and train timetables. Action ??
Gather all the transport secrets we can and turn them into a display. Action ??
Develop a mechanism for collecting people’s transport secrets. Action ??

Mayoral Hustings in March
We will ask Steve Tainton if he wishes to organise a Mayoral Hustings. We would seek to do this
before the ‘legal’ campaign starts so that we need only invite the ‘serious’ candidates. (George
Ferguson, Labour, Green, Conservative and Liberal Democrat.)
Action
Alex to ask Steve if he is interested in such a thing. Action AD

Christmas
A SusWoT social to be organised in the Post Office Tavern one Friday in December before Christmas.
Unless there are strong objections 18 Dec looks best as this on the eve of the Fayre when final
arrangements can be made.
Action
Organise a drink at the pub. Action AD

